
TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE

HOLDEN PARKER

Full Stack Salesforce Developer

(828)-424-1306

EDUCATION

Nashville Software School
Intensive hands-on 6 month full-stack software
development program creating applications individually and
in team based environments, using modern technologies.

Asheville-Buncombe Community College
General Education 

Built single page applications with functional React
including hooks, styling with React Bootstrap
C#, .NET Core, ASP.NET used in building web APIs and
MVC applications.
Git and GitHub for version control
SQL Server database, querying via ADO.NET and Entity
Framework

Technologies Used

parkerholdenw@gmail.com

www.linkedin.com/in/holdenwparker

www.github.com/holdenprkr

www.holdenwparker.com

Aura Component & Lightning Web Component JS
Framework, Visualforce Pages
Apex, SOQL
Salesforce Command Line Interface (SFDX CLI)

Legendary Supply Chain is a Salesforce OEM partner with a
specialty in supply chain management focused around buying,
selling, moving and servicing medical equipment. Building out
custom applications and solutions from the out of the box
managed package to best suit each client's needs.

Tech Stack

Notable Projects
Small Package Shipping Integration:
Shipping integration to offer to any customers wanting to
create shipments and generate labels right out of their
Salesforce org. Domestic shipping functionality has been built
out with UPS REST APIs, and USPS and FedEx SOAP APIs.
As well as international for USPS.
 
Equipment Scheduler:
The Equipment Scheduler serves as a dynamic calendar for
viewing and logging medical equipment schedules for mobile
routes, drivers, and technologists. 

Salesforce Developer
Legendary Supply Chain

September 2020 - July 2021

Salesforce Developer & Technical Consultant

November 2019 - May 2020

July 2021 - Current
Ad Victoriam Solutions

Slack for communication with team members and sometimes clients
Jira to track issues
Bitbucket for code repositories
macOS, and IntelliJ with Illuminated Cloud as the development environment

Utilizing Visual Studio Code utilities where applicable
Google Workspace for email, calendar, Google docs, etc.

Ad Victoriam Solutions is a Salesforce Partner that provides multi-cloud
consulting services, from strategy to implementation. AdVic is headquartered in
the greater Atlanta, Georgia area and holds a B Corp certification.

Technologies Used

A Day on the Job
As a Salesforce developer and technical consultant, I will typically focus on three
or more projects a week. After gathering requirements in meetings either directly
from the client or a project manager, I'm often consulting on potential solutions
and documenting or writing custom code from scratch. I've spent a lot of time in
Commerce Cloud building out lightning B2B storefronts for clients. However, with
the company offering managed services, I can end up doing anything involving
core Salesforce development. While at Ad Victoriam, I've enjoyed sharpening my
skills in writing JavaScript and Lightning Web Components, getting more familiar
with Digital Experiences, and cleaning up my Apex to be more easily readable
and extendable. I'll also have developers shadow me as they're getting on-
boarded and will sometimes even write performance reviews. Developers have a
couple of meetings a week together for company updates and a solution hour
where we tackle current issues among team members together. 
 
Notable Projects
Internal Jira Board Creation
Ad Victoriam tracks their contracts with clients through the Opportunity object. I
was assigned to work on the company's internal project of automating the Jira
board creation when an Opportunity's stage is updated to "Closed Won".
Amongst other criteria, I created a flow to invoke my custom apex when an
Opportunity's stage is changed to closed-won and was able to complete the
project under the number of hours that were scoped for it. 
  
Grocer's Lightning Conversion
I lead development for a popular Grocer's classic to lightning conversion. The
Grocer utilized Cases for handling support issues from customers related to
different stores, managed customer accounts, and rewarded loyalty points for
their loyalty program through their Salesforce org. I was responsible for analyzing
their existing code base, estimating time for development, writing Jira tickets, and
finally converting their Visualforce pages and backend functionality to Lightning
Web Components. The project went super smooth and the client couldn't have
been more satisfied, it's always great to hear clients are satisfied with my code.
 
B2B Storefronts
I have helped fully implement five B2B Salesforce storefronts while at Ad
Victoriam, while also assisting with others. I'm proud of the work I've been able to
get done on these and how much I've been able to expand my knowledge of
Digital Experiences, the power of flows, and the Commerce Cloud. By working
on anything from global theme CSS overrides, to call-outs to payment
processors in Apex, I've been able to learn a ton.
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